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Summary
The purpose of the article is to clarify the place of national institutions engaged in the promotion and protection of human rights in the system of domestic means created in accordance with the Paris Principles. Research methods is the general methods of scientific cognitivism as well as concerning those used in legal science: methods of analysis and synthesis, formal logic, comparative law etc.

The concept of understanding of the organizational and legal guarantees of human and citizen's rights has been improved in the constitutional law science, namely: the classification criterion for division into groups is the possibility/non possibility of exercising any kind of state coercion in the course of jurisdictional/ non jurisdictional activity; representative body (body responsible for ensuring Ukraine’s representation in the European Court of Human Rights and coordinating the implementation of its decisions), bodies of the state executive service, private executors are the elements of the system of organizational and legal guarantees of human and citizen’s rights; by classification criterion – the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms is the primary function of the authority-guarantor or similar body of some other kinds of functions – it is substantiated that national institutions engaged into the promotion and protection of human rights belong to the group of authority-guarantor of special competence established specifically to provide guarantees, human rights and fundamental freedoms.

It is proposed within the group of authority-guarantor of special competence established specifically to ensure the guarantees of human rights and fundamental freedoms, to distinguish a sub-group of national institutions engaged into the promotion and protection of human rights: 1) human rights commissions; 2) human rights ombudsmen; 3) anti-discrimination ombudsmen (commissions); 4) human rights institutes (centers); 5) human rights advisory committees; 6) comprehensive human rights institutes.
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1. Introduction
The coordination of the state's guaranteeing functions with constitutional and international standards in the field of human rights determines the relevance and necessity of the improvement of the theory on guarantees of human rights and fundamental freedoms, as well as the related normative, law-enforcement and other kinds of practices.
Section 1. Current issues of constitutional and legal status of human and citizen

For example, the Resolution of the UN General Assembly adopted on December, 18, 2013 called on member-states to establish effective, independent and pluralistic national institutions that promote and protect all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all; and there where they already exist – to strengthen them as provided for in the Vienna Declaration and Program of Action, and, if they are in accordance with the Paris Principles, that is to continue to participate in discussions in all relevant mechanisms contributing to these discussions in accordance with their respective mandates, including reviewing the development agenda for the period after 2015.

In the doctrine of international law, depending on the powers and functions, the following types of institutions are distinguished that promote and protect human rights: human rights commissions, human rights ombudsmen (ombudsmen institutions), and anti-discrimination ombudsmen/commissions, human rights advisory committees, comprehensive human rights institutes. However, specialized human rights institutions with a narrow area of competence (commissions/ombudsmen for the rights of children, women, and other persons) do not comply with the Paris Principles and are not considered a national institution that promotes and protects human rights (Chyksina, 2005; Buletsa, 2019).

The question of whether national institutions established in accordance with the Paris Principles, which promote and protect human rights, are intrinsically effective means that subject to the exhaustion of human rights when appealing of any person to the European Court, has become relevant issue in the science of constitutional and international law. This issue needs to be investigated in the context of the organizational guarantees on the implementation the right of everyone, after the use of all national means, to apply for the protection of their rights and freedoms onto the relevant international judicial institutions or to the relevant international bodies, where Ukraine is being a member of.

At the same time, the analysis of scientific researches testifies that at the top of scientific discussions in the legal literature there are questions of the types, powers and functions of national institutions engaged into the promotion and protection of human rights (e. g. works by D. Belov, Y. Bysaga, A. Wurf, L. Zaidenstiker, R. Karver, L. Rife, V. Chukstina, N. Mishyna and other authors). The question of the constitutionally legal status of certain types of such institutions (ombudsman, human rights commissions) before extending their powers in accordance with the aforementioned resolutions of the UN General Assembly and the UN Human Rights Council had been studied in detail in domestic and foreign countries scientific literature. However, the question of their place created in accordance with the Paris Principles of national institutions dealing with the promotion and protection of human rights in the system of domestic measures has not been the subject of scientific research in literature of judicial content.

The purpose of the article is to clarify the place of national institutions engaged in the promotion and protection of human rights in the system of domestic means created in accordance with the Paris Principles.

2. The Rule on termination of domestic means for legal protection

According to Article 13 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, everyone, whose rights and freedoms recognized in this Convention are violated, is entitled to an effective measure through the national authority, even if such violation was committed by persons acting as officials. The European Court of Human Rights can only bring the case only after that, when all domestic measures were applied, as provided for by generally recognized Rules of international law (Article 35 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms) (Deshko, 2019).

The requirement that the applicant uses domestic measures before applying to the Court is an important aspect of the protection mechanism established by the Convention, which is subsidiary to the national system of human rights protection (paragraph 65 of ECHR in the case “Akdyvar and others vs. Turkey”, dated September, 16, 1996, and the resolution of the case “A, B and C vs. Ireland”, dated December, 16, 2010. For this purpose, the Article 35 of paragraph 1 of the Convention enables national
authorities to prevent or correct alleged violations of the Convention, first of all through judicial protection, before these applications are brought to the Court. However, only measures that are effective and available in theory, so in practice over the certain period of time considered, they must be tried. In particular, the funds must ensure that the applicant was compensated for the damage and had a reasonable chance for success (paragraph 71 of the Court resolution in the case of “Skoppol vs. Italy”, dated September, 17, 2009).

In the case of “Kudla vs. Poland”, dated October, 26, 2000, the European Court of Human Rights stated: “It is generally accepted that the protection given by the Article 13 of the Convention is not absolute. The context, in which the alleged infringement (or group of infringements) occurs, may limit the range of potential measures. In these circumstances, Article 13 of the Convention is not considered inappropriate and the requirement contained in for an “effective means of legal protection” should be interpreted as meaning that the responding State should create such means as effective as possible, taking into account the existing limitations at that period of time to access these tools”. The European Court of Human Rights is competent enough in ancillary nature of its role, and also that the object and purpose underlying foundation of the Convention, which provided by Article 1 of the Convention (“The High Contracting Parties should ensure the rights and freedoms of everyone under their jurisdiction”) are to be undermined by its own ability to function unless it encourages applicants to use available funds for compensations (Resolution of the European Court of Human Rights in the case of “Silver and others vs. The United Kingdom”, dated March, 25, 1983; “Chahal vs. The United Kingdom”, dated November, 15, 1996).

3. Effectiveness of legal protection measures

Having used all national remedies, entrepreneurs, who consider themselves victims of an alleged violation of their rights by one of the State parties to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (hereinafter referred to as “the Convention”), appeal to the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter referred to as “the Court”) (Deshko, 2018). They appeal to the Court in order to restore their violated rights at the national level in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity (Deshko, 2018).

According to the content of Article 13 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the effectiveness of measures does not depend on the determination of the result favorable to the applicant. Similarly, the “authority” referred to in this provision needs not be judicial; however, if it is not judicial, its powers and guarantees given to it are essential in determining whether this measure is effective. Moreover, even if any measure does not meet the requirements of Article 13 of the Convention in full content, they may be matched by the totality of the costs provided for by national law (Resolution of the European Court of Human Rights in the case of “Silver and others vs. The United Kingdom”, dated March, 25, 1983; “Chahal vs. The United Kingdom”, dated November, 15, 1996).

In Resolution of the case “Sering vs. The United Kingdom” dated July, 7, 1989, the European Court of Human Rights emphasized that Article 13 of the Convention guarantees the right to obtain legal protection at the national level for the real protection of the rights and freedoms provided for by the Convention, regardless of the legal form in which they are secured in the national legal system. Therefore, Article 13 of the Convention requires that such internal measures be available to enable the competent “public authority” to consider a complaint on a certain violation of the Convention and to provide adequate protection.

In the Resolution of the case “Sering vs. The United Kingdom”, dated March, 25, 1983, analyzing the Ombudsman’s competences, the Court stated that this body was not empowered to take compulsory decisions on the purpose of
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compensation (paragraphs 115, 54). In the Resolution of the case of “Oleksandr Makarov vs. Russia”, dated March, 12, 2009, the ECtHR stated, first of all, that as a general rule, the appeal to the Ombudsman could not be considered as an effective measure as required by the norm of the Convention (Resolution of the European Court of Human Rights in the case of “Lentinen vs. Finland, dated October, 14, 1999, application no. 39076/97; with the necessary amendments – paragraphs 80 to 84 of the ECHR Resolution in the case of “Leander vs. Sweden” dated March, 26, 1987; Resolution of the Commission on Human Rights in the case of “Monsion vs. France, dated May, 14, 1987, complaint No. 11192/84). The European Court of Human Rights sees no reason to reach a different conclusion in this case. It recalls that in order of a measure to be considered effectively there it must be able to obtain compensation for the complaint. This means that in determining the effectiveness of measures, the authority and procedural safeguards of the authority is referred to by the authorities as the means of legal protection. The parties cannot dispute that the Human Rights Ombudsman did not have the authority to make a binding decision. Accordingly, the European Court of Human Rights considers that an appeal to a Commissioner for Human Rights, a body that could only monitor the management of detention facilities, could not constitute an effective measure, which is determined in the Article 35 of the Convention.

T. Pashuk emphasizes that Resolutions in the cases of “Egmez vs. Cyprus” and “The Denizes and others vs. Cyprus, the Court stated that, in the view of his case president right, the complaint to the Ombudsman could not be attributed to national measures at all; which should be tried out before appealing to the Court according to Article 35 of the Convention (Pashyk, 2007).

4. Criterion for distinguishing national institutions' activities engaged into the promotion and protection of human rights from other authorities - guarantors of human rights and fundamental freedoms of special competence

In accordance with the Paris Principles, the national institution engaged into the promo-
their controlling function, monitor the extent to which the executive branch complies with the laws relating to the rights of the individual, and how well the legislative goal has been achieved. In foreign practice, the interference of members of parliament as a means of protecting the rights and freedoms of a person and a citizen takes many forms, such as a parliamentary request, the creation of a permanent or temporary parliamentary commission, a parliamentary inquiry, debates on issues related to the provision of a certain right or connection with gross or mass violations of rights. However, the main function of parliament is lawmaking, which defines its role in the mechanism of non-judicial protection of human rights [Melekhin, 2002].

Thus, as V. Melekhin points out, although parliamentary control compensates to some extent for the shortcomings of administrative procedures and ways of protecting the rights of citizens, however, the possibilities of the parliament’s human rights function are not absolute and limited by strict rules (control powers, rules for constructing laws and regulations, judicial activity, etc.), often reflected in the Constitution (Melekhin, 2002).

The Ombudsman can apply only those measures, which are aimed at speeding up, enhancing the efficiency of human rights activities of other bodies, whose competence is already a binding decision with the possibility of applying state coercion (Pashyk, 2006). The Ombudsman cannot consider the merits of the case and conclude it with a binding decision to implement an effective measure. An additional argument to support this is the decision of the European Court of Human Rights. Thus, in the Resolution case of “Silver and others vs. The United Kingdom dated March, 25, 1983, analyzing the Ombudsman’s competence, the Court notes that this body was not empowered to make binding decisions on the compulsory compensation (paragraph 115, 54).

Thus, the Ombudsman, as a national institute engaged into the promotion and protection of human rights, established in accordance with the Paris Principles, applies forms of coercion such as warnings or terminations without jurisdiction activity.

Therefore, although the functioning of the Ombudsman Institute, established in accordance with the Paris Principles, is aimed at protecting human rights, it exercises the legal protection of the subjective rights of all and their fundamental freedoms.

The criterion for the distinguishing of the activities of national institutions engaged into the promotion and protection of human rights, from other bodies – guarantors of human rights and fundamental freedoms of special competence is not the stage of application of legal guarantees of rights, not the very fact of violation or non-violation of human rights or fundamental freedoms, but any kind of state coercion in the process of settling a legal dispute, that is being in the process of jurisdiction: restoration of already violated law, legal responsibility, warning, termination. In other words, the use of forms of state coercion constantly accompanies by jurisdictional activity. At the same time, the position, taken among the constitutionalist scholars, according to which the jurisdiction is a lawful activity, which is aimed at resolving not any legal issues, but only legal disputes in the sphere of private and public law.

5. Results

Established in accordance with the Paris Principles, national institutions engaged into the promotion and protection of human rights have no legal means that enable them to independently defend the subjective legal rights of human beings and their fundamental freedoms – to consider a person’s complaint on the merits and to finish up it with a strong decision to use an effective measure. The competence of national institutions established under the Paris Principles dealing with the promotion and protection of human rights does not meet the criteria of European standards of measures on legal support subject to their termination at the time of appeal to each international court or regard- ed international court authorities. Appeal to national institutions established in accordance with the Paris Principles dealing with the promotion and protection of human rights is not an intrinsically effective measure that must be terminated when appealing to each of the relevant international courts or international bodies.

6. Conclusions

The concept of understanding of the organizational and legal guarantees of human and
citizen’s rights has been improved in the constitutional law science, namely: the classification criterion for division into groups is the possibility/non possibility of exercising any kind of state coercion in the course of jurisdictional/ non jurisdictional activity; representative body (body responsible for ensuring Ukraine’s representation in the European Court of Human Rights and coordinating the implementation of its decisions), bodies of the state executive service, private executors are the elements of the system of organizational and legal guarantees of human and citizen’s rights; by classification criterion – the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms is the primary function of the authority-guarantor or similar body of some other kinds of functions – it is substantiated that national institutions engaged into the promotion and protection of human rights belong to the group of authority-guarantor of special competence established specifically to provide guarantees, human rights and fundamental freedoms.

It is proposed within the group of authority-guarantor of special competence established specifically to ensure the guarantees of human rights and fundamental freedoms, to distinguish a sub-group of national institutions engaged into the promotion and protection of human rights: 1) human rights commissions; 2) human rights ombudsmen; 3) anti-discrimination ombudsmen (commissions); 4) human rights institutes (centers); 5) human rights advisory committees; 6) comprehensive human rights institutes.
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Анотація

Мета цієї статті – уточнити місце створених відповідно до Паризьких принципів національних установ, які займаються заохоченням і захистом прав людини, в системі внутрішніх засобів правового захисту. Методологічною основою проведеного дослідження є загальні та спеціальні методи наукового пізнання (формально-логічний метод, порівняльно-правовий, структурно-логічний).

В даній статті поглиблено наукову дискусію щодо відсутності у створених відповідно до Паризьких принципів національних установ, які займаються заохоченням і захистом прав людини, юридичних засобів, які б умовлювали самостійне здійснення ними саме захисту суб'єктів юридичних прав людини і основних свобод – розглянути скару особи по суті та закінчити такий розгляд прийняттям обов'язкового для виконання рішення про застосування ефективного засобу/засобів захисту. Дістало подальшого розвитку твердження щодо не відповідності компетенції національних установ, створених згідно з Паризькими принципами, які займаються заохоченням і захистом прав людини, критеріям європейських стандартів засобів правового захисту, що підтлівають вичерпанню під час звернення кожного до міжнародних судових установ, чи до відповідних органів міжнародних судових організацій. Додатково аргументовано, що не є внутрішнім ефективним засобом правового захисту, що підлягає вичерпанню при зверненні кожного до відповідних міжнародних судових установ або до відповідних органів міжнародних організацій, звернення до таких національних установ.

На основі проведеного дослідження удосконалено наявну в науці конституційного права концепцію щодо розуміння організаційно-правових гарантій прав і свобод людини і громадянина, а саме: класифікаційний критерій для поділу на групи – можливість/відсутність можливості здійснення будь-якого виду державного призначення в процесі юридичної діяльності/не юридичної діяльності; елементами системи організаційно-правових гарантій прав людини і громадянина є і орган представництва (орган, відповідальний за забезпечення здійснення установи України в Європейському суді з прав людини та координація виконання його рішення), її органи державної виконавчої служби, і приватні виконавці; за класифікаційним критерієм – забезпечення прав людини і основних свобод є основою функцію органу-гаранта чи однією з інших функцій – обгрунтовано, що до групи органів – гарантій спеціальної компетенції, створених спеціально для забезпечення гарантії прав людини і основоположних свобод, належать такі підгрупи: 1) комісії з прав людини; 2) омбудсмен з прав людини; 3) антидискримінаційні омбудсмени (комісії); 4) інституту (смерті) з прав людини; 5) консультативні комісії з прав людини; 6) комплексні інститути з прав людини.

Ключові слова: засоби юридичного захисту; компетенція національних установ; сприяння та захист прав людини; міжнародні суди; Європейський суд з прав людини; національний засіб юридичного захисту, який повинен бути використаний при зверненні кожного до відповідної міжнародної судової установи чи до відповідного органу міжнародної організації.